HLAMatchmaker algorithm is not a suitable tool to predict the alloreactive cytotoxic T-lymphocyte response in vitro.
Both donor-specific anti-human leukocyte antigen (HLA) antibodies and cytotoxic T lymphocytes are important mediators of graft rejection. HLAMatchmaker determines the amino acid triplets on antibody-accessible sites of the HLA molecule that are not shared between patient and donor. A previous study showed a strong positive correlation between the number of triplet mismatches and the percentage of individuals producing HLA antibodies. In the present study, we tested whether the number of triplet mismatches is predictive for the cytotoxic T-lymphocyte precursor (CTLp) frequency in vitro. The analysis was performed on 108 HLA-DRB1 and DQB1 identical patient-donor combinations registered by the Europdonor foundation, with a single HLA class I mismatch and in healthy responder-stimulator combinations mismatched for at least one HLA class I antigen. The results show that there is no strong correlation between the number of triplet mismatches and the CTLp frequency. Even in the case of zero triplet mismatches, a high CTLp frequency can be found. This lack of correlation is probably caused by the fact that HLAMatchmaker considers only triplets on antibody-accessible positions, whereas CTLs also recognize other epitopes on the HLA molecule, including the bound peptides.